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Call for Papers

A future issue of the African Social Science Review (ASSR) will focus on

Democratization and International Aid in Africa

Manuscripts may address any aspect of the following:

- Democratic elections in Africa
- Democracy in Africa: Theoretical Aspects
- African voices and democratization
- The media and elections in Africa
- The role of African Diasporas in general elections in Africa
- Elections and conflict
- Globalization and democracy in Africa
- Prospects for democratic development

Manuscripts should be submitted by March 30, 2003. Authors should use the regular guidelines and procedures for submitting papers to the ASSR. Also, authors can send a Microsoft Word file of their papers as an email attachment to Bakama@pvamu.edu or Andrew_Ewoh@pvamu.edu. Otherwise send four copies to Editor-in-Chief, ASSR, Center for International and Area Studies, Prairie View A&M University, P. O. Box 686, Prairie View, Texas 77446-0686.
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MISSION STATEMENT

Prairie View A&M University is a state-supported institution with a student body that, although changing, is still primarily local and culturally homogeneous. Internationalizing the life of the University in general and the course curriculum particularly became necessary in order to aspire locally-oriented students to see themselves as part of a culturally diverse world, and ever closely an intermeshed "global village," thus necessitating the establishment of the Center for International Area Studies (CIAS). In essence, the Centers launching in 1998 was in response to new trends affecting the nature and operations of American higher education forcing universities and colleges to sharpen their competitive edge in a fast changing global environment. The founding of the Center also can be traced to the realization that the demands of globalization have to be met and that the concerns of both the University and the larger society that it serves in an internationally oriented educational milieu are beginning to converge more than ever.

The Center draws upon the strengths of the rich and diverse background of the faculty and the knowledge and expertise such a faculty enjoys in the language, culture, history and politics of the several regions of the world. The Center assumes its overriding edict to be the promotion of international studies and global understanding through goals and objectives that are complementary to the purpose and mission of the University.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

- Offer new avenues for coordinating the international student faculty exchange programs on campus more effectively;
- Increase the chances of centralizing institutionally sanctioned international communications with agencies and authorities overseas;
- Serve as a sort of clearinghouse for research, publications and symposia that pertain to global concerns;
- Help promote and coordinate international festivals and other related activities on campus in order to expose our locally-orientated students to the cultures and traditions of other nations;
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- Take on the responsibility of curriculum development, language training, study abroad initiatives and recruitment of international students;
- Serve as a contact designate of the University handling inquiries from international agencies, authorities and others concerning matters such as guest appearances, visitations, as well as invitations to international functions, workshops, cultural festivals, and the like;
- Publish an annual journal, *African Social Science Review*; and
- Assist departments in the preparation for submission of grant proposals to funding agencies.